One misconception is that students may turn in work after the “deadline” when they have an extended time accommodation. Students with this accommodation are still required to submit their work according to the pace guide each week. Additionally, students are not permitted to have their coursework extended beyond the term in which the course is scheduled. The student is, however, permitted to chunk the work due that week and take frequent breaks as needed. They may utilize holidays and weekends to make up work that is due during a given week according to the pace guide.

NOTE: All courses must be on track for successful completion at the end of the semester. Pace percentages are incremental each week by approximately 6% to support a healthy learning experience. Pace + Progress made in a course is associated with attendance. Attendance is a compulsory statute in Florida which transcends a student’s IEP or 504 plan.
Extended time on Assessments

There are parameters

When a virtual student has an accommodation on their IEP or 504 plan for extended time for assessments, how is this accommodation met in the virtual setting?

State and College Board Assessments administered on a school campus will adhere to extended time guidelines according to the student’s Individual Education Plan or 504 Plan. The student’s Exceptional Education Services staff ensure the extended time requirements are followed and align with the IEP or 504 Plan.